
Great design. From a small country.
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▲ The home of swiss e-form: Glarus in Switzerland with the Tödi Mountain (3614 m.a.s.l.) Model “Geisha” in the garden of a private house in Sydney. ▼

Swiss Design – at Home in the World    
Switzerland, a small country in the midst of Europe,  
is a truly great nation as to architecture and design.  
Swiss innovation, an extremely high standard of  
quality, absolute reliability, and traditional elegance  
enjoy global acclaim and also characterize swiss  
e-form. Many of the products were awarded inter- 
national prizes and included in museum collections.  
The planters and objects of swiss e-form are used  
in almost all outdoor and indoor environments.  
Last but not least: all products are hand-made  
from fibre cement, a classic material, and exclusively  
manufactured in Switzerland.

It’s a wonderful world – designed by 



Typically swiss e-form: a fascinating design, unusual colours, and  frost resistant to booth. You will love it. Your plants, too. 



Public spaces – a special challenge for architects and planners.   Swiss e-form is used worldwide.



From classical to avant-garde design: swiss e-form also is at  home in indoor areas. 



Design and variety: Softline, the swiss e-form collection.       All planters are also available in colour.

Standard swiss e-form in RAL colours.
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*These planters have an overflow and water reservoir to ensure an optimum water supply.   

aladin* 3 sizes bonsai* 3 sizes kyoto 6 sizes osaka 5 sizesroberto 1 size palma 2 sizes alto 3 sizes quadra 3 sizes samurai 1 size geisha 1 size

arrow 1 size twista 2 sizes wave 1 size ginko 1 size tokyo 3 sizes sumo 2 sizes balance 1 size d’art left< + right> 1 size plantship 1 size osaka 106 1 size

delta 45/60* 9 sizes delta 45/60* 7 sizes delta 45/60 4 sizes lausanne 2 sizes

sushi 2 sizes



Customline. Your planter made to measure. 

Customline is also available in these swiss e-form RAL colours. 

Customline The ideal program if you seek individual solutions.  
With Customline slabs made of Eterplan, planters may, thanks to  
their great flexibility, be made in all sizes and shapes. To do so,  
you may use the entire swiss eform RAL colour coding. Customline  
planters from a certain size are also suitable for small trees.

Swiss made All of the planters and designer pieces in
this brochure were exclusively manufactured in Switzerland,
either at the Payerne (VD) plant or in Niederurnen (GL), where
the Eternit (Schweiz) AG headquarters are located. Also,
the raw materials, which are used to make fibre cement,
largely originate in Switzerland.

Hand-made Each planter and each designer piece by
Eternit (Schweiz) AG is hand-made. On the inside of each
new pot, you will find a label with the signature of the
craftsman who made it.

The material Fibre cement is made of the natural materials
cement, powdered lime stone, fibers, air, and water, and
has been completely free of asbestos for about 30 years.
Plants love this natural, breathable material, which regulates 
moisture. Swiss e-form moreover meets the high requirements  
of a modern product as to sustainability and energy-efficient 
manufacture. Both the material and the finished product are 
made to last and 100% recyclable. 

5-year guarantee against frost damage Production pro-
cesses and materials make swiss eform planters completely 
resistant to frost. All that is needed is correct handling. Excess 
water must be able to drain through the openings in the bottom 
of the pot, because as soon as water freezes, it can cause  
expansion cracks. Every swiss eform pot comes with a 5-year  
guarantee against frost damage from the date of purchase.

Hand-made of natural raw materials. 
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Façades, roofs, furniture, objects. All made of fibre cement. Design made of tradition.

Design Classic Eternit (Schweiz) AG has been writing design
history since Willy Guhl presented his legendary beach chair more 
than 60 years ago. The basic material seems destined for creating
timeless pieces, which stand out through their combination of
form and functionality. Thus the swiss eform pieces produced 
todayare guaranteed to be design classics tomorrow. 

Trendsetter Fibre cement is a fascinating and inspiring material.
Its creative potential has enthralled designers and artists alike.
Whether the students of the Ecole cantonale d’art de Lausanne
(ECAL) or renowned European designers, time and again these
creators and others knock on the door of Eternit (Schweiz) AG
and present their convincing ideas. Fantastic swiss eform-pieces 
emerge from this co-operation, which clearly under-scores that 
fibre cement is more ‘in’ than ever.
 

1 Beach chair by Willy Guhl 1954. 
2 Willy Guhl at work at Eternit (Schweiz) AG. 
3 Ecal stool installation. 
4 Philip Cramer, designer. 
5 The Guhl chair today.

Façades made of fibre cement are not just aesthetically 
pleasing but also functional through their long-lasting durability. 
Thecountless formats, forms, and colours inspire individual  
designs.
 
Roof The range of fibre cement plates for roofs is huge. The
material is long-lived and reliable. Through long experience,
solutions are technically mature and formally impressive.
 
Furniture and accessories in fibre cement stand out
through their clean and timeless designs. The range of design
pieces made of fibre cement is greater today than ever before:
tables, stools, chairs, shelf systems, sideboards, long chairs,
lamps, and more. For more information, visit:
www.garden-styling.ch

All of the buildings and reference properties in this brochure 
can be seen at: www.swisspearl.com >references 
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